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Preface 

Thank you for purchasing MetaEdit+®, a new generation metaCASE tool. MetaCase 
sincerely hopes that this tool will offer you the functionality you need for your work. 

This manual describes the MetaEdit+ API package. The API is included by default in 
MetaEdit+ Method Workbench and can be purchased as a separate add-on for MetaEdit+ 
CASE tool. The extensions contained in the API package are: 

 XML import/export functionality for transferring design data between MetaEdit+ and 
other tools. 

 API Tool for allowing programmatic access to model data and MetaEdit+ functions. 

 Command line operations for automating MetaEdit+ operations, e.g. as part of a build 
chain. 

PURPOSE AND ORGANISATION OF MANUAL 

This user’s guide provides a thorough introduction to the XML import/export functions, 
MetaEdit+ API and command line operations.  

This manual has three chapters and a glossary:  

 Chapter 1, XML import/export, discusses how design data can be imported and exported 
to and from MetaEdit+. 

 Chapter 2, API, explains the API protocol, available API commands, and the usage of the 
MetaEdit+ API Tool. 

 Chapter 3, Command line operations, covers the command line arguments and their use. 

 Glossary of basic terms applied in MetaEdit+. 

Together with this ‘MetaEdit+ API User’s Guide’, three additional manuals from MetaCase 
Consulting may be needed: 

 ‘MetaEdit+ User’s Guide’ introduces you to the CASE features of MetaEdit+, and 
describes how to use them effectively in every-day modeling tasks. It also describes the 
GOPPRR data model used by MetaEdit+, an understanding of which is essential to using 
most API commands. 

 ‘MetaEdit+ Method Workbench User’s Guide’ describes the metamodeling tool set of the 
MetaEdit+ metaCASE environment. 
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 ‘MetaEdit+ System Administrator’s Guide’ describes tasks related to administration, such 
as access to the repository, deletion of methods, and creation of new users. It also 
explains the management of the server and clients in the multi-user version of MetaEdit+. 

AUDIENCE 

This user’s guide is intended as a reference for MetaEdit+ API users and developers of 
applications interfacing with MetaEdit+ through its API or XML. For installation you should 
have an additional set of instructions. 

Please note that in this manual it is assumed that you have a working knowledge of 
MetaEdit+, your target programming environment and the operating system you use. For an 
introduction and guidance about your programming language, platform and operating system, 
please see the manuals that came with your system. 

RELATED DOCUMENTATION 

As for additional API material, we recommend that readers familiarize themselves with ‘The 
Watch Example’ tutorial that is distributed with the MetaEdit+ environment. It is a detailed 
description of a complete modeling environment for developing product families of digital 
wristwatches, and includes also an example of how to build a visual debugger for such an 
environment with the API. 

USAGE OF THE MANUAL 

MetaEdit+ is a dynamic product under continual improvement, and there may occasionally be 
some differences between what is described in the printed manual and what is found in the 
current version. The latest versions of manuals are available from MetaCase. Visit support 
pages at www.metacase.com to obtain documentation updates. 
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1 XML import/export 

This chapter discusses the export and import of design data in XML format between 
MetaEdit+ and other programs. 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

MetaEdit+ versions without the API provide only a proprietary binary format for 
import/export. The API product adds support for import and export in XML format. The main 
function of this format is to enable exchange of conceptual data between MetaEdit+ and other 
programs. 

In general the XML format follows the same principles as the binary format. The only 
significant difference is the omission of metamodel and representation information: it would 
have been very difficult for users to create correct XML files if that information had to be 
specified. The user is thus responsible for ensuring that the metamodel on which the XML file 
is based matches that in the repository when importing. 

If you want to view something imported via XML in the Diagram Editor, you thus have to 
create a new diagram representation, open it and then probably choose Graph | Layout to 
produce a roughly sensible arrangement of the diagram elements. 

One other difference is that the XML format does not support updating models that have been 
previously imported; each XML import creates entirely new model data. 

1.2 XML IMPORT/EXPORT FORMAT 

The XML import/export format closely follows the structures of the GOPPRR metamodeling 
language used by MetaEdit+, so anyone familiar with GOPPRR should have no problems 
understanding it. The structure is basically as below. 
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 1  <gxl> 
 2    <graph type="WatchApplication"> 
 3      <slot name="Name"> 
 4        <value> 
 5          <string>Stopwatch</string> 
 6        </value> 
 7      </slot> 
 8      <object>... 
 9      </object> 
10      <binding> 
11        <relationship>...</relationship> 
12        <connection> 
13          <role>...</role> 
14          <port>...</port> 
15          <object>...</object> 
16        </connection> 
17      </binding> 
18    </graph> 
19  </gxl> 

 

The XML import/export document always starts with a <gxl> tag (line 1). Each graph is 
introduced with a <graph> tag (line 2): there may be several graphs in one import/export file.  

The structures at the start of the <graph> tag are also found in all other GOPPRR element 
tags: objects, relationships, roles and ports. Lines 3 – 7 in our example XML illustrate how 
the properties attached to the GOPPRR elements are defined. Each property is introduced 
with a <slot> tag whose name attribute specifies its local name. Into the slot go an optional 
<property> tag referring to the property (not necessary for import), and a <value> tag. The 
<value> tag specifies the actual value of this property, within a tag that specifies its data 
type (e.g. <string> in line 5). 

The graph definition then contains the objects and bindings in that particular graph. Object 
definitions come first and are denoted by an <object> tag (line 8). Objects specify their type 
and properties as defined about for Graph. Binding definitions follow the object definitions, 
each in its own <binding> tag (line 10). A binding definition contains definitions for its 
relationship (<relationship> tag, line 11) and connections (<connection> tag, line 12). 
There must be at least two connections in each binding. The connection definition contains 
the definitions for its role, port and object, denoted with their respective tags <role>, 
<port> and <object> (lines 13 – 15). If there is no port defined for the connection, the 
<port> tag is omitted.  

This is the format expected for import; the exported files contain more details such as unique 
database object oid’s, which are ignored on import. The tags <graph>, <object>, 
<relationship>, <role> and <port> all have the same structure for their attributes and 
property slot elements. The value for a property slot can be string, int, bool, text, or 
then either graph, object, relationship, role or port GOPPRR element, or then seq, which 
contains a series of string or GOPPRR elements. 
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1.2.1 Type attribute 

A type attribute is obligatory in a graph, object, relationship, role, port or property tag (unless 
there is an href attribute, which allows no other content). The value of the type attribute can 
be either the user-visible name of the type, or the unique internal type name. The latter is used 
when exporting. 

1.2.2 Property slots 

Property slot tags can be in all <graph>, <object>, <relationship>, <role> and 
<port> tags. Below we assume an object type for simplicity. 

A slot can specify an id and/or name attribute. The value of the id attribute is the internal 
identifier of the property slot for that object type. The value of the name attribute is the local 
name of the property in that object type. When exporting, both are specified. When importing, 
if the id attribute matches a property slot in the object type, the name attribute is ignored. If 
the id attribute is not present or does not match, the name attribute is used to find the correct 
slot in the object. 

The simplest way to specify slots is to have a slot tag for each property, in the same order as 
the properties are defined in the object type. In this case the slot tag may not specify an id or 
name attribute. The simplest content for a slot tag is just a <value> tag, containing the 
property value inside a tag that names its data type, e.g. <string>property 
value</string>. 

If an id or name attribute is specified for even one slot in an object, all must specify name 
and/or id. However, you need not specify a <slot> tag for every slot in an object: if a slot in 
an object has no matching <slot> tag, it will be created with its default property type and 
value. 

A slot contains an optional <property> tag. The <property> tag has a type and oid 
attribute like other GOPPRR tags, and no other content. When importing, the <property> 
tag is normally omitted: MetaEdit+ can determine the correct property type from the slot 
information, and creates an instance of that. If you want a property to be shared between two 
objects you are importing, the first can specify a <property> tag with a type attribute and 
id attribute (not oid), and the second can specify a <property> tag with just an href 
attribute. 

A slot contains an optional <value> tag. If no <value> tag is specified, the default value for 
the property type will be used. The <value> tag specifies the actual value of this property, 
within a tag. For simple values, the tag name is the name of the property data type, and the tag 
content is the value of the property. 

 <string>a string value</string> 

 <text>a longer piece of text,  
possibly with line breaks</text> 

 <int>12</int> 

 <float>12.345</float> 
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 <bool>true</bool> 

Note that the Number data type is split into int and float, since XML Schema does not contain 
a generic number type. Also, string and text values use XML escapes &lt; for <, &amp; for &, 
and &gt; for > (> need not be escaped when importing, but is escaped when exporting). 

If the value of a property is an object, graph, relationship, role or port, the value tag simply 
contains the appropriate element and its sub-elements: 

<value> 
  <object type="State [Watch]"> 
    <slot> 
      <value> 
        <string>Running</string> 
      </value> 
    </slot> 
  </object> 
</value> 

A property value can also be a collection of strings, or of objects, graphs, relationships, roles 
or ports. In this case the value tag contains a single <seq> tag that contains a series of 
<string> or <object> etc. tags: 

<value> 
  <seq> 
    <object type="State [Watch]"> ... </object> 
    <object type="State [Watch]"> ... </object> 
    <object type="State [Watch]"> ... </object> 
  </seq> 
</value> 

1.2.3 Reuse with id and href 

If an element is used in more than one place, it will be exported with an extra ‘id’ attribute, 
e.g. <object type="Button" id="id27">. A later reference to that same object will 
have no content other than an href attribute: <object href="#id27"/>.  

Imports can use the same format: the value of the id attribute is unimportant, but must be 
unique within the file. 

Note also that <slot> tags may also have an id attribute, but this is unrelated: slots can 
never be reused with href. 

1.2.4 Subgraphs 

Explosions and decompositions can also be specified in the XML file. Explosions are 
specified as part of a Graph, whereas decompositions are specified as part of an object. In 
both cases, the subgraph can either be specified fully inline, along with all its contents, or else 
as an href to a graph that has appeared earlier in the XML file. The latter is generally easier, 
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and so it is advisable to sort graphs bottom-up, i.e. with the lowest subgraph first and the top-
level graph last. 

Here is an example of an explosion to the first graph from the second graph. Note that both 
subgraph (id1) and object (id2) are referenced with hrefs in the explosion. 

<graph ... id="id1"> ... </graph> 
<graph ...> 
  <object ... id="id2"> ... </object> 
  ... 
  <explosion> 
    <object href="#id2"/> 
    <graph href="#id1"/> 
  </explosion> 
</graph> 

Decompositions are specified as part of an object, as in the example below. Again, the first 
graph (id1) is the subgraph of the object. 

<graph ... id="id1"> ... </graph> 
<graph ...> 
  <object ...> 
    <slot> ... </slot> ... 
    <graph href="#id1"/> 
  </object> 
</graph> 

1.3 EXPORTING 

To export design data in XML format: 

1) Open the Graph Manager (Figure 1-1) by pressing the Export button in the Launcher 
toolbar or selecting Browsers | Graph Manager. 
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Figure 1-1. The Graph Manager. 

2) In the Graph Manager, select the graphs you want to export from the list on the left. You 
can select them individually or by using the Select All or Unselect All button. 

3) When you have selected the graphs to be exported, press the arrow button in the middle of 
the window to see which elements are to be exported. 

4) Press the Export to XML button at the bottom of the window. You will be then 
prompted for the name of the XML file to which the data is to be exported (the file type 
extension for the exported XML file should be .gxl). 

5) Once the XML file has been written, MetaEdit+ will show a dialog reporting the success 
of the operation. Close this dialog. 

1.4 IMPORTING 

Importing design data into the MetaEdit+ is always a system administrator task. Therefore, 
make sure you have taken a backup of your repository, and you are logged in as an 
administrator. 

To import data in XML format: 

1) Press the Import button in the Launcher toolbar (or alternatively select Repository | 
Options, activate the Repository tab and press the File in Patches button). This will 
open a file dialog from which you pick the XML file to be imported. 

2) Choose the .gxl file to import and press Open. 

Please note that as the XML import file does not contain the metamodel information, you 
have to make sure that the file to be imported is compliant with your current metamodel. 
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During import, the XML file is first parsed. If an error occurs at this stage, you will be told 
the cause of the error and approximate position. After closing the error dialog, you can correct 
the file and safely attempt to import again. 

After parsing, the XML elements are processed, creating new GOPPRR elements. Errors can 
still occur at this stage: for instance a type name may not exist. If an error occurs at this stage, 
you will be told the cause of the error and its approximate position, and that you should 
abandon the current transaction. After closing the error dialog you should thus abandon the 
transaction, to remove GOPRR elements that have been only partially imported, and are likely 
to contain errors. 

As with all imports, you should check the imported data after importing, and only commit the 
transaction if there are no problems. 
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2 API 

In this chapter we discuss the most powerful integration mechanism provided by MetaEdit+: 
the API. API usage is described from both the MetaEdit+ and client program point of view. 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

The main idea of an API is to provide users with a way to access MetaEdit+ design data and 
functions from within their own applications. The API interface in MetaEdit+ is implemented 
as a SOAP Web Service server. Thus, an application interfacing with the MetaEdit+ API must 
implement a SOAP client that takes care of establishing the connection and making calls to 
MetaEdit+. As SOAP is a widely supported and open standard, there are many frameworks 
already available that handle these aspects transparently. This makes MetaEdit+ functions 
easily accessible with almost any programming language, platform or environment. 

What can you do with the API, then? Basically you can use the API to access and change 
conceptual elements (Graphs, Objects, Relationships, Roles, Properties and Ports) within 
MetaEdit+. It is not possible, however, to access or change representational or metamodel 
elements (for example, you cannot change diagram layouts with the API). Also, because API 
functions operate at a lower level than normal user-interface operations, and with the API 
there is normally no possibility for feedback, functions that create or modify data do not 
generally check that the data is legal according to the current metamodel. 

In addition to these data-centric functions, MetaEdit+ provides some additional features that 
can be accessed or controlled by the API, like highlighting or animating diagram elements for 
simulation or tracing purposes. 

2.2 METAEDIT+ API TOOL 

In order to support calls made via SOAP, MetaEdit+ provides a SOAP server and the WSDL 
file that contains the definitions of the API commands for external applications. The user 
interface for these functions is the API Tool (Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1. API Tool. 

To use the API: 

1) Start the API Tool from the Launcher’s toolbar, or by selecting Repository | API Tool 
from the Launcher menu. 

2) In the API Tool’s Server settings pane, set the hostname and port information for your 
SOAP server if necessary: the default values should suffice in normal use. You can also 
toggle the event log on or off. Additionally, press the Save WSDL button to write out the 
WSDL definition file for your SOAP client if it is needed. 

3) Start the API server by pressing the Start Server button. MetaEdit+ is now ready to 
receive and process the API requests. 

4) Execute the external application that utilizes the API. 

5) Stop the API server by pressing the Stop Server button. 

If event logging is enabled, the log of incoming and processed SOAP requests will be shown 
in the text box in the lower part of the API Tool window. To update the log view, press the 
Update Log button. To clear the log view, press the Clear Log button. To view the full XML 
source for a SOAP request entry, place the cursor in that entry and press the View Entry 
XML button. 

2.3 API TYPES AND METHODS 

The API is implemented as a set of MetaEdit+ methods, along with their parameter values 
and return values. These values are often of MetaEdit+ specific data types, which we shall 
look at first. 
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2.3.1 Types 

In addition to standard types like integers and strings, the API uses four MetaEdit+ specific 
types: MEOop, MEAny, METype and MENull. All except MENull can also be members of 
arrays, e.g. MEOopArray: in a client, the language determines the representation of arrays, 
but normally it is simply a native array of MEOops, rather than a specific MEOopArray class. 

MEOop 

 areaID: int  

 objectID: int  

A handle to a GOPRR conceptual instance in the repository. Can be a Graph, 
Object, Relationship, Role, Port, Property or Binding. Generally, an MEOop is 
either built based on output from an oid; command in a report (as in the Watch 
example), or then obtained as an answer to a previous API command. 

MEAny 

 meType: string  

 meValue: string  

Used to represent a value that could be one of several types. meType can take 
string values such as MEOop, MENull, String, Text, Integer or 
OrderedCollection. Note that it is not an METype. meValue is the actual value, 
stored as a string representation: 

 For MEOop: 3_12345 (areaID, underscore, objectID) 

 For String or Text: 'a string' (note the quotes; embedded quotes are 
doubled) 

 For Integer: 34 (note you must convert this string value to an integer) 

 For OrderedCollection: space-separated representations as above of 
MEOop or String 

METype 

 name: string  

Represents a type from the metamodel. Can be either the internal name (e.g. 
Use_Case_sysadmin_12387234) or the user-visible name (e.g. Use Case). 

MENull 

Represents the nil value, e.g. the return value from a command that returns 
nothing, or (within an MEAny) the value of a property whose data type is an 
object type, but which has no object assigned yet as a value. 

2.3.2 Methods 

The methods and their arguments are documented in the WSDL file, which the API Tool can 
generate. They are listed and categorised here for convenience. First is the return value, then 
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the command name, then the arguments (the first argument is always called 'receiver', like 
"this" in Java or "self" in Smalltalk). 

Control 

MENull open (MEOop receiver) 

Opens the argument in a graph representation. Will prompt with a list dialog in 
MetaEdit+ if there is more than one possibility. 

MENull animate (MEOop receiver, MEOop animate) 

Opens the specified graph and highlights the specified NonProperty. The first 
argument is the MEOop of the graph, the second is the MEOop of the 
NonProperty. This will never prompt. 

MENull layout (MEOop receiver, METype relationship, METype 
parentRole, METype childRole, string direction, boolean manhattan) 

Creates a new diagram representation with automatic layout for the graph 
denoted by the first MEOop argument. The auto-layout algorithm assumes a 
directed acyclic graph (DAG) as its input and therefore the user must provide 
the API call with rules according to which the DAG is built. Therefore, the 
following argument, relationship, defines the relationship type which instances 
appear as edges in the DAG. The two following arguments, parentRole and 
childRole, define the directivity according to which the DAG is build. The 
fifth argument, direction, provides the information how the layout is 
distributed and can have either ‘vertical’ or ‘horizontal’ as values. The final 
argument, manhattan, toggles the usage of perpendicular or straight lines 
between DAG nodes. 

MEOopArray copiedObjects (MENull receiver) 

Returns the MEOops of objects currently in the copy buffer. Bindings in the 
copy buffer are ignored. This is a useful way of allowing users to select an 
object in MetaEdit+, and have your application know which object was 
selected: rather than just selecting the object, they can select and copy it. 

MENull {see comment} (MENull receiver {, string arg}* ) 

All of the command line commands can also be used as API commands. The 
name is the command name up to but not including the first colon. The 
receiver and return value are both MENull, and there are as many string 
arguments as there are arguments to the command line command. 

Properties 

MEAnyArray allPropertiesValues (MEOop receiver) 

Returns an MEAnyArray of the values of the properties of the argument. The 
argument must be an MEOop of a GOPRR NonProperty instance. 

MEAny valueAt (MEOop receiver, int valueAt) 

Returns an MEAny representing the nth property value of the argument. The 
first argument must be an MEOop of a GOPRR NonProperty instance; the 
second argument must be an integer, starting with 1 for the first property. 
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MEAny instProps (METype receiver, MEAnyArray propColl, 
MEAnyArray valueColl, MEAny np, MEAny inArea) 

Creates or sets the properties of an instance of the METype argument, 
returning a MEAny with the MEOop of the instance, or MENull for an error. 
The first argument is the METype; propColl is an array of MEAnys, either 
MEOops of existing property instances or MENull to create a new property of 
the default type; valueColl is an array of MEAnys, the values of the properties; 
np is an MEAny, either the MEOop of an existing NonProperty of this type, or 
MENull to create a new one; inArea is an MEAny, whose value is one of the 
following three options: either a string exactly matching the project’s name, or 
an integer corresponding to the project's area number, or an MENull for the 
current default project. For more information about the use of this operation, 
please refer to the example shown in Listing 1 and Figure 2-2. 

Graph contents read 

MEOopArray findString (MEOop receiver, string findString) 

Returns the set of NonProperties from this Graph whose id property value 
matches the specified string, which can contain ? and * as wildcards. Case 
insensitive. 

MEOopArray objectSet (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the set of all Objects in this Graph. 

MEOopArray relationshipSet (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the set of all Relationships in this Graph. 

MEOopArray roleSet (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the set of all Roles in this Graph. 

Graph contents binding navigation 

MEOopArray objsForObj (MEOop receiver, MEOop objsForObj, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Object, returns the set of Objects directly connected to 
it. The third argument restricts the type of the connected Objects: use 
NonProperty for no restriction. 

MEOopArray objsForRel (MEOop receiver, MEOop objsForRel, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Relationship, returns the set of Objects directly 
connected to it. The third argument restricts the type of the connected Objects: 
use NonProperty for no restriction. 

MEOopArray objsForRole (MEOop receiver, MEOop objsForRole, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Role, returns the set of Objects directly connected to it. 
The third argument restricts the type of the connected Objects: use 
NonProperty for no restriction. 
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MEOopArray relsForObj (MEOop receiver, MEOop relsForObj, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Object, returns the set of Relationships directly 
connected to it. The third argument restricts the type of the connected 
Relationships: use NonProperty for no restriction. 

MEOopArray relsForRole (MEOop receiver, MEOop relsForRole, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Role, returns the set of Relationships directly 
connected to it. The third argument restricts the type of the connected 
Relationships: use NonProperty for no restriction. 

MEOopArray rolesForObj (MEOop receiver, MEOop rolesForObj, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Object, returns the set of Roles directly connected to it. 
The third argument restricts the type of the connected Roles: use NonProperty 
for no restriction. 

MEOopArray rolesForRel (MEOop receiver, MEOop rolesForRel, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Relationship, returns the set of Roles directly 
connected to it. The third argument restricts the type of the connected Roles: 
use NonProperty for no restriction. 

MEOopArray rolesForRole (MEOop receiver, MEOop rolesForRole, 
METype ofClass) 

For this Graph and this Roles, returns the set of Roles that belong to the same 
binding as the referred Role. The third argument restricts the type of the 
connected Roles: use NonProperty for no restriction. 

Subgraphs 

MEOopArray explodeGraphs (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the set of Graphs that are explosions of objects in the receiver, a Graph 
MEOop. 

MEOopArray decompGraphs (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the set of Graphs that are decompositions of objects in the receiver, a 
Graph MEOop. 

MEOopArray subgraphs (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the set of Graphs that are subgraphs (i.e. either explosions or 
decompositions) for the receiver, a Graph MEOop. 

MEOop addExplode (MEOop receiver, MEOop addExplode, MEOop for) 

In the receiver, a Graph MEOop, add a new explosion to the second argument, 
a Graph MEOop, for the final argument, an Object MEOop. 
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MEOopArray getExplodeGraphsForNP (MEOop receiver, MEOop 
getExplodeGraphsForNP) 

For this Graph and this NonProperty, returns the set of explosion subgraphs 

MEOop removeExplode (MEOop receiver, MEOop removeExplode, 
MEOop for) 

Removes the explosion link from a Graph (receiver). MEOop for stands for the 
non-property for which the explosion is removed, MEOop removeExplode 
being the explosion graph to be removed. 

MEAny decompGraph (MEOop receiver) 

Get the decomposition of the receiver argument, an Object MEOop. Returns an 
MEAny containing either a Graph MEOop or MENull. 

MEAny setDecompGraph (MEOop receiver, MEAny decompGraph) 

Set the decomposition of the receiver argument, an Object MEOop, to be the 
decompGraph argument, an MEAny containing either a Graph MEOop or 
MENull. Returns an MEAny containing either the receiver for success or 
MENull for failure. 

Graph populating and Bindings 

MENull addToGraph (MEOop receiver, MEOop addToGraph) 

Adds the first argument, an Object MEOop, to the second argument, a Graph 
MEOop. No type checking is performed. 

MEOop createBinding (MEOop receiver, METype relType, 
METypeArray roleTypes, MEOopArray objects) 

Creates a new binding into the Graph (receiver). The binding includes a 
Relationship of type relType, Roles as in METypeArray roleTypes and their 
respective Objects as in MEOopArray objects. 

MEOopArray roles (MEOop receiver) 

Returns an MEOopArray of the roles in this binding MEOop in order 

MEOop relationship (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the relationship MEOop of this binding MEOop 

MEOopArray objects (MEOop receiver) 

Returns an MEOopArray of the objects in this binding MEOop in order 

MEOopArray bindingSet (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the set of all Binding MEOops in this Graph MEOop 

Graph deletion 

MEOop delete (MEOop receiver) 

Delete the receiver, a Graph MEOop, and all its representations. Note this does 
not delete links from other graphs etc. to this graph. 
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Types 

METype subTypeNamed (METype receiver, string subTypeNamed) 

Looks at subtypes of the first argument, and returns the METype of the first 
one whose name matches the wildcard string in the second argument. If none 
are found, returns the first argument as a new METype. 

MEOopArray instancesNamed (METype receiver, string instancesNamed, 
string ofSubTypesNamed) 

Returns a sorted collection of all loaded matching instances of matching types. 
Types may be the first argument (METype) or its subtypes. Matching is case 
insensitive with wildcards. Note that only graph instances in open projects are 
guaranteed to be loaded. 

MEOopArray allGoodInstances (METype receiver) 

Returns a set of all instances of this Graph type in currently open projects. 

MEOopArray allSimilarInstances (METype receiver) 

Returns a set of all instances of this Graph type or its subtypes in currently 
open projects. 

METype type (MEOop receiver) 

Returns an METype, the type of the argument. The argument must be the 
MEOop of a GOPRR instance. 

string typeName (METype receiver) 

Returns the user-visible string name of the argument. The argument must be an 
METype. 

Generic 

string userPrintString (MEOop receiver) 

Returns the simple string representation of the argument 

2.4 USING THE API FROM A CLIENT PROGRAM 

In order to access MetaEdit+ API from your client program, you need to have a SOAP 
framework for your programming language or platform installed. As SOAP is a widely 
recognized standard, these frameworks are available for most platforms. 

As an example, we describe here the setting up of the SOAP framework for Java 2 Standard 
Edition. Please note that the following instructions expect you to have a working knowledge 
of Java and the Java 2 development environment. It is also assumed that you already have the 
Java 2 SDK installed. 

To set up the SOAP framework, the following two components are needed (both of them can 
be downloaded from xml.apache.org): 
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 The Apache Xerces2 XML parser for Java (version 2.5.0 was used for this example). 

 The Apache Axis SOAP library (for this example, we used version 1.1). 

Once you have installed both these additional libraries, consider the example Java code in 
Listing 1. 

 
 1  import java.util.*; 
 2 
 3  class APIExampleApp { 
 4    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 
 5  
 6      com.metacase.MetaEditAPI service = 
 7        new com.metacase.MetaEditAPILocator(); 
 8      com.metacase.MetaEditAPIPortType port = 
 9        service.getMetaEditAPIPort(); 
10      com.metacase.METype graphType = 
11        new com.metacase.METype(); 
12      com.metacase.MEOop[] graphs; 
13      com.metacase.METype objectType = 
14        new com.metacase.METype(); 
15      com.metacase.MEAny[] props = new com.metacase.MEAny[1]; 
16      com.metacase.MEAny[] values = new com.metacase.MEAny[1]; 
17      com.metacase.MEAny area = new com.metacase.MEAny(); 
18      com.metacase.MEAny np = new com.metacase.MEAny(); 
19      com.metacase.MEAny objectInfo = 
20        new com.metacase.MEAny(); 
21      com.metacase.MEOop newObject = new com.metacase.MEOop(); 
22      com.metacase.MEAny tempAny; 
23 
24      graphType.setName("WatchFamily"); 
25      graphs = port.allGoodInstances(graphType); 
26      objectType.setName("Note [Watch]"); 
27      tempAny = new com.metacase.MEAny(); 
28      tempAny.setMeType("MENull"); 
29      tempAny.setMeValue(""); 
30      props[0] = tempAny; 
31      tempAny = new com.metacase.MEAny(); 
32      tempAny.setMeType("Text"); 
33      tempAny.setMeValue("'A new note created by the API'"); 
34      values[0] = tempAny; 
35      np.setMeType("MENull"); 
36      np.setMeValue(""); 
37      area.setMeType("MENull"); 
38      area.setMeValue(""); 
39      objectInfo = 
40        port.instProps(objectType, props, values, np, area); 
41      StringTokenizer st = new 
42        StringTokenizer(objectInfo.getMeValue(), "_", false); 
43      newObject.setAreaID(Integer.parseInt(st.nextToken())); 
44      newObject.setObjectID(Integer.parseInt(st.nextToken())); 
45      port.addToGraph(newObject, graphs[0]); 
46    } 
47  } 

Listing 1. Sample Java application using the API. 
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This small application adds a new ‘Note’ object with some text into the ‘2004Models’ 
WatchFamily diagram that can be found from ‘demo’ repository. To understand how this is 
done, please read on and follow the code from line 24 onwards. First we retrieve all graphs of 
type WatchFamily and store them in an array (lines 24 – 25). Then we start to set the 
variables that are needed for creating a new object: object type (line 26), properties (lines 27 – 
30) and their values (lines 31 – 34), possible existing non-property (lines 35 – 36) and the 
database area (lines 37 – 38). When these have been set, the creation request can be sent (lines 
39 – 40) and the return value – an MEAny pointing to the new object – is stored to a 
temporary variable. 

Before we proceed, let us have a closer look at the parameters of the instProps method 
found in line 40. The instProps method can be used either – as in this case – to create new 
instances of any non-property type or to change property values of an existing instance. The 
first parameter is the non-property type of the instance we are creating or changing. Whether 
this is a creation or change operation depends on the fourth argument. If this MEAny has an 
MENull as its value, a new instance will be created; it the MEAny has an MEOop as its value, 
we change the instance referred to by that argument. The last argument is an MEAny denoting 
the home project for the instance, used only when creating a new instance. 

Somewhat more complicated are the second and third arguments, which provide the new or 
modified instance’s properties and their values. The second parameter is the collection of the 
MEAnys that refer to the properties to be created or changed. Each MEAny in this collection 
can contain either an MEOop that refers to a certain existing property, in which case that 
existing property is used (e.g. to set up property sharing). Alternatively, and more normally, 
each element can be an MEAny containing an MENull, in which case when creating a new 
non-property, a new property of the default type will be created, and when modifying an 
existing non-property, its existing properties will be left in place. The third parameter then 
carries a collection of values that are assigned to the properties defined by the previous 
argument. The datatype of the elements of this collection is also MEAny. The structure of 
these collections is presented in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2. The array structures of parameters of the instProp method. 

Most API functions return an MEOop directly, but in this case the function has to also be able 
to return an MENull value if the object creation failed, and so must return its value as an 
MEAny. From this MEAny we read the area and object id to reconstruct a true MEOop for 
the new object (lines 41 – 44). Once we have that, we can add the new object to the 
WatchFamily graph (we can use the first graph in the array as we know that there is only 
WatchFamily graph in our demo repository). 

When compiling the code, we must remember to introduce the additional libraries. As an 
example of how this is done, see the batch file sample in Listing 2. 
 1  set path=%path%;c:\java\j2sdk\bin 
 2  set axisdir=c:\java\axis-1_1 
 3  set xercesdir=c:\java\xerces-2_5_0 
 4 
 5  set classpath=%axisdir%\lib\axis.jar; 
 6  %axisdir%\lib\axis-ant.jar; 
 7  %axisdir%\lib\commons-logging.jar; 
 8  %axisdir%\lib\log4j-1.2.8.jar; 
 9  %axisdir%\lib\saaj.jar;%axisdir%\lib\wsdl4j.jar; 
10  %axisdir%\lib\jaxrpc.jar;%xercesdir%\xmlParserAPIs.jar; 
11  %xercesdir%\xercesImpl.jar;. 
12  
13  java org.apache.axis.wsdl.WSDL2Java -p com.metacase MetaEditAPI.wsdl 
14 
15  javac APIExampleApp.java com\metacase\*.java 

Listing 2. Sample script for compiling Java code with SOAP extensions. 

In the first three lines we set the paths for the Java compiler and Axis and Xerces libraries – 
remember to change these to match your installation directories. The classpath for the 
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libraries is set in lines 5 – 11, which should be unwrapped to a single line. Please note that the 
path setting for log4j*.jar depends on the Axis version you are using, so check the .jar file 
names in your installation. The next step is to use Axis’s WSDL2Java to translate the 
MetaEdit+ WSDL file into Java code. This is done in line 13 (note that in this example the 
WSDL file is expected to be in the same directory as the sample Java code). The output from 
WSDL2Java is stored in the com\metacase directory. Finally, in line 15, we compile our 
APIExampleApp along with the WSDL2Java output. 

To try out this API example, login to MetaEdit+, open the API Tool, and start the API server. 
Once that is running, execute the APIExampleApp. Now, go back to MetaEdit+ and open the 
‘2004Models’ WatchFamily diagram. As we remember, we have so far only added the 
concept of the new ‘Note’ into this diagram, but not a representation for it. To create a new 
representation for the new concept, select Graph | Import Graph, and the new ‘Note’ 
symbol with text ‘A new note created by the API’ will appear. If your Diagram Editor 
window is not large enough, the symbol may be created outside the window border – just 
zoom to fit or resize the window to find it. 

2.5 GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR OWN APPLICATION 

The most fundamental element in API calls is MEOop. This stands for an object, graph etc., 
and is the only way of referring to these in the API. There would be no way of returning 
whole objects or graphs, since these would be of a different class for each object type. Also 
there would be no way of knowing where to break the chain of objects: asking for a single 
graph could return the entire contents of the repository. For these reasons MEOop is used 
instead: answers are returned to you as MEOops, and you make your next query using some 
of those MEOops. 

There are two ways to create MEOops: one is to build them from numeric values for their 
areaID and objectID, obtained for example by parsing the output of the oid command of the 
reporting language. The other, easier, way is to use API methods that return an MEOop 
(return type MEOop or MEOopArray, also often MEAny contains an MEOop). 

When you are using the API, the first thing is generally to find a graph. This is often done on 
the basis of type. 

 If you just want all graphs of a given type, use allGoodInstances(myType), where 
myType is an METype with 'name' equal to the graph type’s name.  

 If you want all graphs regardless of type, you can use allSimilarInstances 
(graphMetaType), where graphMetaType is an METype with name "Graph".  

 If you want to search for a specific graph by name, use instancesNamed 
(graphMetaType, instanceName, typeName), again with graphMetaType 
being an METype with name "Graph". 

In response to these, you will receive an MEOopArray containing several graphs of the type 
you specified. You can find the one you want by using the userPrintString command, 
which returns the name of the graph. Once you have a graph you want, you can find its 
contents using the 'Graph contents read' messages, e.g. objectSet. Note the handy 
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findString(graphOop, objectName), which returns all elements in the graph 
matching the wildcard string, objectName. 

2.6 THE API IN THE WATCH EXAMPLE 

The Watch Example tutorial includes details on how to run the Watch models with a visual 
debugger, which uses the API to provide a trace or simulation of the running application. 
Here are some extra details of where the API calls are in the Watch example code, given 
according to the class and method where they are defined. 

There are three main places related to initializing the API for the Watch: 

1) Master init: initializes the variable holding a port on the MetaEditAPI SOAP service 

2) AbstractWatchApplication constructor: makes an MEOop for this graph 

3) AbstractWatchApplication addStateOop: makes an MEOop for this state object 

There are also three places related to making the API call for animation: 

1) AbstractWatchApplication handleEvent: handles the event of moving to a new state, calls 
animate 

2) AbstractWatchApplication animate: calls Master animate with the graph and state 
MEOop 

3) Master animate: calls port.animate (defined in classes generated from WSDL) 
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3 Command line operations 

This chapter describes the ways to start instances of MetaEdit+ by utilizing the command line 
parameters and operations. This enables MetaEdit+ to participate in automated tasks like 
builds and maintenance. 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

The main intention of command line parameters is to support MetaEdit+ working as part of an 
automated build or maintenance. The basic pattern for such tasks is to first login to 
MetaEdit+, execute a set of commands (e.g. running reports) and then logout. 

3.2 COMMAND LINE PARAMETERS 

The following table summarizes the available command line parameters and their usage: 

 

Command Usage 

abandon Abandons the current transaction 

commit Commits the current transaction 

condenseDatabase Compacts the database by removing old 
versions of objects (cf. maintainDatabase) 

createProject: Creates a new project in the repository. 

fileInPatch: Files in an image, type or model patch 
(*.pat) 

forAll:run: For all graphs of the specified type, run 
the named report 

login Login to database ‘db’ as user ‘user’ with 
password ‘user’ 

loginDB:user:password: 

Logs in to the database named as user 
with password. The name for the database 
must a logical database name (i.e. not the 
directory name) found in artbase.roo 
file. 
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logoutAndExit Logs out and exits: use abandon or 
commit first to avoid dialogs 

maintainDatabase condenseDatabase + repository garbage 
collect 

monitor2left:top:width:height: 

Set a second monitor position (top left of 
2nd monitor measured from top left of 1st 
monitor) and size. For two 1600x1200 
monitors, the arguments would be 1600 0 
1600 1200 

quit Quits MetaEdit+ abruptly: no logout is 
performed. Use with care. 

setProject: Opens the named project and sets it as the 
default project 

startAPI 
Starts the API with default settings 
(hostname as localhost, port 4242 and 
event logging turned off). 

startAPIHostname:port:logEvents: Starts the API with given parameters. 

3.3 THE USAGE OF COMMAND LINE PARAMETERS 

All the commands have the same structure: the first parameter is a command name. The 
command name shows how many arguments it expects according to the number of colons in 
the name: logoutAndExit expects no arguments, setProject: expects one argument, and 
loginDB:user:password: expects three arguments – a database name, user name, and 
password. Note that for commands that expect arguments, there are no spaces in the command 
name, and the last character is always a colon. 

After a command name expecting N arguments, the next N parameters on the command line 
will be used as those arguments. 

As an example, consider the following command line that would login to the ‘demo’ 
repository, open the ‘Watch’ project, run the ‘Autobuild’ report for all WatchFamily 
diagrams, and then logout: 

mep4.exe loginDB:user:password: demo user user setProject: Watch 
forAll:run: WatchFamily Autobuild commit logoutAndExit 

Here, mep4.exe is the name of the MetaEdit+ program executable. The first parameter given 
to the executable is loginDB:user:password: with its arguments demo, user and user. 
The second command and its argument is setProject: and Watch. The third command, 
forAll:run:, is followed by its two arguments: WatchFamily and Autobuild. The two 
last commands, commit and logoutAndExit, do not have any arguments. 

Please note that if you start the API from command line, you do not want to add the 
logoutAndExit command into that same command line – if you do, the execution of 
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MetaEdit+ is halted before your API utilization can take place. So, do not logout from the 
command line, but instead call logoutAndExit as the final API command. 
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4 Glossary 

Binding 
(of types) 

Specifies a legal way in which object instances can be 
connected via a relationship and roles, in a graph of this 
type. Consists of a relationship type with a collection of 
role types, each of which has a cardinality and a set of 
object types.  

Cardinality The number of types a given role type in a binding may 
occur (effectively, be duplicated) in instances based on 
that binding. Consists of a minimum value (>=0) and a 
maximum value (>0; may also be N for no upper limit). 

Constraint A rule setting an upper limit on the number of times a 
given instance of an object type may participate in 
relationships or roles of a given type, within a graph of 
this type. Consists of an Object type, a maximum value, 
and a Role or Relationship type. 

Decomposition 
(type definition) 

A link from an object type to one or more graph types. An 
instance of the object type may define at most one graph 
of one of the types as its decomposition. 

Default project Project in which new graphs and types will be stored. 
New graph representations and design elements are 
automatically stored into the same project as their graphs. 

Explosion 
(type definition) 

A link from an object, relationship or role type in this 
graph type, to one or more graph types. A given object, 
relationship or role instance can have several explosions 
in a given graph, and a different set of explosions in 
another graph (even of the same type). 

Metamodel Specifications of a method, also model of a method 

Metatype GOPRR concepts used for metamodeling, i.e. graph, 
object, relationship, role, property. 

Object type An object describes a thing that can exist on its own. 
Object type names are typically nouns. Examples include 
Process, Class, and Attribute. 

Port A design element that defines or constrains how roles can 
connect to objects. 
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Project A group of models and/or metamodels that are used 
together. Corresponds to an area in the repository. In the 
standard repository each method has its own project 
(written with capital letters) and users can create their 
own projects for storing models. 

Property type Properties describe characteristics of instances of other 
types. Property type names are generally nouns or 
adverbs. Examples include Class name, Cardinality, and 
Attributes. Each property type has a basic data type, e.g. 
string, text, Object or collection of Graphs. 

Relationship 
type 

A relationship can exist between objects. It connects 
objects through roles. Semantically, relationships are 
usually verbs, but relationship type names are sometimes 
also nouns or adverbs. Examples include Inheritance, 
Call, and Usage. 

Role type A role specifies how an object participates in a 
relationship. Semantically, roles are adverbs. Role type 
names are often prepositional phrases or verbs. Examples 
include subclass, from, and receives. 

 

 


